Relation between drug-induced taste disorder and chelating behavior with zinc ion; statistical approach to the drug-induced taste disorder, part II.
There are many reports that the drug-induced taste disorder is ascribable to the chelate reaction of a drug with zinc ion and the following zinc deficiency. As a quantitative measure of the chelating ability of drugs with zinc ions, the chelating ability was estimated from the electrode potential change of the Zn2+/Zn(Hg) system during the addition of a drug. The electrode potential was measured in a water-N,N-dimethylformamide mixed solution and in an aqueous solution depending on the solubility of the drugs. The observed electrode potential change showed a positive correlation to the frequency of the drug-induced taste disorder that was supplied from the manufacturer of the original drug. The regression analysis was carried out assuming that the frequency of the taste disorder and the electrode potential change was linear. The F-values, p-values, and R2-values were 4.29, 0.13, 0.589, and 4.15, 0.13, 0.580, respectively. The positive correlation between the drug-induced taste disorder and the electrode potential change appeared evident if the uncertainty in the frequency of the taste disorder was taken into consideration. Thus the assumption of the zinc ion chelating mechanism on the drug-induced disorder was also evident except for cisplatin. The frequency of the drug-induced taste disorder of bezafibrate was estimated to be 0.4--0.5 from the regression analysis.